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The purpose of this organization is to develop, promote the proper breeding, humane
treatment, and care of birds of all kinds and varieties. To reproduce, exchange, publish
and distribute information on aviculture which will tend to increase the knowledge of its
members. To cooperate with other organizations and governmental agencies toward the
establishment of practices for improved breeding, handling and treatment of all birds.

President’s Message

Dear Friends,
The loss of my dear husband on May 25th has been difficult for me and I appreciate the membership of the club patiently waiting for me to get back to "bird business".
I will be at the next meeting (July 15th) and am looking forward to seeing you all! We will have
the opportunity to visit and socialize which is so important to draw members together as a
group. I hope you all will plan on joining us. There will be a short business meeting since we
have not had a chance to discuss some important matters these last few months. It has been
brought to my attention that California state law requires all bird vendors to obtain a seller's permit and pay sales tax. I would think most of you will want to be in on this discussion. Please
plan to attend as this is very important news. See you at the meeting!!
Sharon

JULY PICNIC AT JULIE AND MANNIE’S
1:00
Our meeting this month is at Julie and Mannie’s place
in Newman. These guys know how to throw a PARTY,
as most of us know. Her posse will be on hand to help
her. She asked us to bring salads and desserts. She is
doing beer-butt chicken and ribs. (a direct quote). She
teased us a little with her plans for ‘special’ raffles along
with the main event. Let’s get creative with our raffle
prizes. A small piece of furniture, plants, produce, an
extra bird you might have, a cage … surprise us. Anyone
who puts a bird and cage on the table will get a their
name in the next newsletter. This will be worth the
drive!

(209) 648-3323
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Historic and Characteristic facts of the Lizard Canary
(French: le Lézard Canari) The History: At night of 23-24 August 1572 a violent riot by a crowd of catholic fiends against the Huguenots (Calvinist Protestants) kill on order of the king thousands of Huguenots and their leaders. This high point of the “French Wars of Religions” comes as the “St. Bartholomew's Day massacre” in history. An enormous escape of the Huguenots to Britain followed.
The Legend: With the escape of the Huguenots also the Lizard canaries were taken and arrived so the island. Why Legend? Here lack the direct evidence for the fact, that the Lizard canary so came to Britain.
Fact is, that in Britain the Lizard canaries for long time was named as “French Canaries” Further notes
that the origin is from France, is the English wording “Jonque” for non-intensive Lizards up to end of the
19. Century. “Jonque” was derived from French term “Jonquilles”, a species of the wild and yellow narcissus flower (the native French daffodil). If we read the story up here, it should be understood that the
Lizard canaries before the escape of the Huguenots to Britain have existed - in France and/or Britain.
Probably is also to be assumed that it is the oldest canary species.
In “The Bird Fancier’s Guide and necessary Companion” from 1762 the Lizard canary wasn’t named by
its present name, but as “The fine Spangled Sort…”. Further it was described that this specie “… was
brought hither from France but since much improved in colour and beauty by English breeders…”First,
the name Lizard was written demonstrably in the english publication “The British Aviary and Bird Breeders Companion”from the year 1825: "There is a class of canaries known by the name of Lizards ....having
a clean yellow cap, their back and breasts bespangled …”, and the first illustration of a Lizard canary
could be seen in “The London Illustrated News“ of 12 December 1846. The name Lizard canary was given because the pattern of its plumage has been likened to the scales of an exotic lizard.
Also something special must be noted here. Even before Gregor Johann Mendel (*1822; +1884) published in 1866 his “Principles of Heredity” Lizard fanciers have described the right mating examples for
the conservation of this mutation, despite the lack of knowledge about the “Mendelian principles” As with
other canary types in Britain was the species Lizard canary at the end of the World War II in an almost
hopeless situation. Only a small group of Lizard fanciers kept this wonderful type canary. The founding of
the “Lizard Canary Association (LCA)” in 1945 by this dedicated lizard fanciers saved the stock (less than
250 birds) and spread a new interest.

The naming of the Lizards in the individual ground colours differs from the “colour canaries”:-Gold(en) Lizard
canary for the intensive yellow ground colour-Silver Lizard canary for the non-intensive/buff yellow ground
colour (old term: Mealy)-Blue Lizard canary for the white ground colour. The inheritance of the Blue Lizard canary is autosomal dominant alike the “Dominant white canary”-Red Lizard canary for the red
ground colour The Lizard canary appears in different caps variations: -Non Capped: When the light coloured cap
on the crown of the head is entirely absent and is replaced by dark feathers of the normal Lizard pattern.
-Near Non Cap Lizard: When head and neck are marked by a light feather or feathers to an extent not exceeding 1/10th of the normal extent of the Lizard Cap. -Clear Cap: When the light colour of the cap is unbroken by any dark feathers.-Nearly Clear Cap: When the cap contains a dark feather or feathers which
cover an area of not exceeding 1/10th of the total area of the cap. -Broken Cap: When the light area of the
(Continued on page 3)
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(Continued from page 2)

cap is more or less broken by dark feathers. The Lizard canary is classified in the category Type Canaries/Posture Canaries and belongs to the little smooth-feathered species. More about the
Standard description of the Lizard canary
Further more it is believed that the Lizard canary was the basis to the now-extinct London Fancy canary.
The Lizard Canary is not only the oldest mutation. This species is unique in being of its appearance and
bred for the special pattern and markings of its plumage, namely the special spangled effect of its feathers, a result of a gene that restricts the tendency of melanin in the plumage. Unfortunately, but also characteristic is that the spangling effect diminishes with each annual moult however. The best and special
appearance of the Lizard canary is seen only in the first year. A perfect Lizard canary is produced for one
year only. The important characteristics in appearance are: -regular and distinct spanglings on the backextensive and regular rowings on the breast and flanks.-dark beak, legs, feet and toenails-black wings
and tail flights

The London Fancy Canary is an extinct Type Canary. Is the rebirth possible?
The Columbus Fancy Canary also called “America’s Type Canary” belongs to the type canaries and
is only recognized in America .

..

The description of the Lizard Canary
from an original Cigarette or Trade Card by
John Player & Son is:

AVIARY AND CAGE BIRDS
[No.] 9
LIZARD CANARY The ancestry
of these handsome birds may be traced back to the early history of Canary breeding. The feathering is fine and silky and, unlike most Canaries, the beak, legs and feet are dark. There are two colours, Gold and
Silver - and the classes for these are divided into Clear and Broken Caps. The cap and the even spangling
of the feathers are important features. Lizard Canaries are hardy, and suitable for outdoor aviaries .When
the birds are ready for breeding fix up nest-pans, and hang bundles of the medicated nesting material
which is sold for the purpose. For feeding, etc., see card 7. ISSUED BY JOHN PLAYER & SONS, BRANCH
OF THE IMPERIAL TOBACCO CO OF GREAT BRITAIN & IRELAND LTD.[issued in 1935

Submitted by Paulette Boorack
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June 2018
Meeting Minutes
Julie started the meeting at 1:20 with eight members and our speaker Mariana Mejia
and her sidekick.
Bruce reported on the activity of the treasury … bills paid, monies received, and a
healthy bank balance.
Sharon will be back with us for the July meeting at Julie and Mannie’s house. We’ve
missed her.
Julie said she would like to have the mini marts run from 12 to 4, instead of 3. People
who bring birds spend a lot of time and effort catching, caging, loading, bringing
them to the mart, setting them up and selling them. The members who are selling
agreed with her.
Julie talked about the picnic at her house in Newman for our next meeting. Julie and
Mannie know how to throw a PARTY, as most of us know. Her posse will be on hand
to help her. She asked us to bring salads and desserts. She is doing beer-butt chicken
and ribs. (a direct quote). She teased us a little with her plans for ‘special’ raffles
along with the main event.
The meeting ended and we went on to our speaker, Mariana Mejia.

Terese Davis
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What’s Happening in Your Aviary This Month?
Terese
I have a small flock of Gouldian's in a flight with a few other finches … a society,
some waxbills and some black and white mannikins. I had caught about 12
other finches and just wasn’t able to catch these last few holdouts. The
Gouldian's didn’t seem to mind so I left them in. I was very excited when I saw a
Gouldian fly out of a nest. I looked in and saw tiny babies. I’d never seen
Gouldian babies. These were black and I could only see their mouths. But then,
a mannikin flew out of the same nest! It was confusing. What was she doing?
Trying to take over the nest? Throw babies out? After watching for a while I
realized they were co-parenting the babies. Yesterday a baby mannikin fledged.
Both mothers cared for the two babies.
Rolinda
Built me a grow out pen, all I have right now are 2 teenage diamond dove in it -

Canaries for Sale
All different kinds!
Angel Rodriguez
(209) 402-0024
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Show Judges for 2018
The CCCBC is proud to announce
our 65th Annual Bird Show and 12th
AnnualBird Mart to be held October 27,
2018 at Stanislaus Agricultural Center.
In 1920 a German scientist bred a wild, male red siskin finch
to a domestic yellow canary creating a genetical engineered
cross species hybrid, the red factor canary.
Submitted by Paulette Boorack
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CCCBC Meeting Dates for 2018
2018 CCCBC

Event

Meeting Dates

January

21

Presentation by Mary Anne Buckles

February

18

Mini Mart

March

18

Round Table Discussion About the Club

April

15

Blue Wrigley Breeding Grass Keets: Rosellas, Bourkes, Scarlets

May

20

Jose Aquilas: Racing pigeons

June

24

Mariana Mejia proper ways to keep and enjoy birds

July

15

Picnic at Julie & Manie’s

August

19

Mini Mart

September

16

TBA + Finalize Plans for Show & Mart

October

27

Show/Mart Stanislaus Ag. Center, Modesto

November

18

(tentative) Alycia Cedar Hill Birds

December

16

Christmas Party

Meetings normally Start at 1:00 and Last to Approx.. 3PM

Mariana Mejia spoke at our last meeting about cage preparation for different types of birds. She
focused on finches and talked about African and Australian finches. The cage she set up demonstrated how to create hiding places and privacy. She was very knowledgeable and passionate
about providing an environment that made the birds feel safe and secure. It was a very interesting talk. Thank you, Mariana.
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MEMBERS Remember to bring raffle
prizes!
This is one of our
favorite parts
of the meetings.
Julie Faria
Raffle Manager

Bourkes Parakeets

Terry Ryan
(209) 969-9030
Diamond Doves

Darrell Brewer

Gloster

“Breeder of
Champion canaries

(510) 527-1788

Lizard
Yorkshire

Central California Cage Bird Club

Club Web Edition

c/o Jim Carter/Terese Davis
3208 Topeka St.
Riverbank, CA 95367

